Louisiana HOSA is **Looking for a Singer**

At the start of every conference we say the pledge and have the National Anthem performed. Would YOU like to sing the National Anthem?

**Deadline: October 8, 2022**

(singer and alternate will be Notified within a few days of deadline)

We are searching for a student HOSA member with a great singing voice who can hit the high notes! This person will perform the anthem after the pledge at Fall Forum. Please ask your HOSA members if anyone is interested. There will be one person chosen to sing, and one more chosen as an alternate in the event the first singer is unable to perform on the day of the conference (we have had that happen!). The singer will perform live at the start of the conference.

The following will be required to apply to sing:

- Submit an audio audition of the student singing the Anthem.
- Student must be singing the anthem without background music
- Student chosen and alternate must attend the conference
- Student chosen and alternate should be in School Uniform

Send email audition to: shirlene.lahosa@gmail.com or
Send text audition to: 337-371-5974

Gifts given to the Singer and Alternate.

100 HOSA Cup points will be awarded to any chapter that has at least one student apply to sing. (Points will be one time per chapter no matter how many from a chapter apply)